SUMMER FEEDING SITE (SFS) FLOW CHART - BASIC

SITES WHERE FOOD IS PREPARED ONSITE AND LOCATION MEETS THE DEFINITION OF A SUMMER CAMP

SUMMER CAMP PERMIT

SUMMER CAMP INSPECTION FORM

SITES WHICH RECEIVE INDIVIDUALLY PORTIONED PREPARED FOOD (i.e. BAGGED LUNCHES)

FOOD MUST BE FROM A PERMITTED ESTABLISHMENT, .2600 PERMIT (i.e. RESTAURANT, SCHOOL CAFETERIA)*

NO INSPECTION NECESSARY

NO ADDITIONAL PERMIT REQUIRED*

SUMMER FEEDING SITE IN A PERMITTED ESTABLISHMENT, .2600 PERMIT (i.e. RESTAURANT, SCHOOL CAFETERIA)

FOOD ESTABLISHMENT INSPECTION FORM

COMMERICIALLY, PRE-PACKAGED, NON-POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS MEALS PROVIDED TO A SFS → NO INSPECTION NECESSARY

*ONE PROVIDER PER .2600 PERMIT